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Ourinvention relatesto apparatus for placing a metal 
liner inside a cylindrical vessel. More precisely,it con 
cerns apparatus for eXpanding the liner with eXplosives 
to produce a fuid-tight fit of the liner against the inside 
of the veSSel. 

Briefly stated,this invention concerns apparatus for 
Shock-forming liners in vessels,using an elongated eX 
plosive charge,confined in a Substantialy noncompres 
sible material filing the liner. The apparatus of Our in 
vention expands the liner uniformlythroughoutits length 
avoiding the need for other finishing operations. 

It is sometimes desirable to place a thin metal iner 
inside a pipe or other cylindrical veSSel to cover a hole 
or leak that has developed. On other occasions a liner 
might be used to strengthena weakened Section orto pro 
vide a Surface which is resistant to deterioration during 
normal useage of the pipe The apparatus of our in 
vention is useful in Setting iners of the aforesaid type 
over Such leaks or weakened areas. 
F?GURE 1 is a view in cross-Section of an embodiment 

of ourinvention adapted to operation on a cable for re 
pairingleaksin oi wel casing. 
FIGURE 2is another cross-sectional view,iustrating 

apparatus particularly Suited to the lining of joints of 
ppe. 
FIGURE 3 is a cross-Sectional view of an embodiment 

of ourinvention for placinga linerin a liquid-filled Sec 
tion of a Well, 
FIGURE 4 is an elevation view of a part of the in 

Side Surface ofa preferred form ofinfiatable bag, 
Referring to FIGURE 1,the iner-setting apparatus 

is positioned in a well adjacent hole ?2 in casing ?. 
Metal sleeve 14,coated with layer f3 ofeither a cement 
ing or a gasket material,is Supported about receptacle 
15 by rods 37. The receptacle is supported by cable i9 
through closure and gland member21. Cable clamp 22 
retains the cable in the gland member. Clamp 23 se 
cures the receptacle above the shoudder on closure men 
ber 21. Inside the receptacle,explosive charge 17,in 
cluding detonator 18,is joined to conductorsin cable 19 
by electrical leads 20. It is essential that the receptacle 
? explosive charge extend beyond the ends of the metal 
1?3I"? 
The apparatusilustratedin FIGURE2includes rod24 

along the longitudinal axis of receptacie 15. The rod 
provides stifness and strength for the apparatus whereby 
1ong Sections can be handled more convenientlyin lining 
entire joints of pipe. This apparatus is particularly 
usefulin lining pipe with a corrosion-resistant metal. A 
cementing orgasket material between the pipe and the 
metal sleeve might not be necessary if the ends of the 
ined pipe are protected to prevent the entry offuid be 
hind the liner. Inthe alternative,the liner may be coat 
ed with acementing material as Shown in FIGURE 1. 
When a liner is to be set inside a pipe or vessel con 

taining a liquid and it is not convenient to remove the 
liquid,apparatus of the type shown in FIGURE 3 may 
be used to great advantage In this embodiment,the 
metal sleeve and shock-forming assembly are enclosed 
in infiatable bag25. Housing36 contains high-pressure 
gas Source 32 which is controlled from the Surface by 
way ofelectrical leads27in cable 19. Gas conduit 33 
inmandrel38 transmits gas from Source 32 to the lower 
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2 
end of bag25 via gas outlet 35. Pressure relief valve 
28 in vent line 30 protects the bagfrom overinfiation by 
discharging gas in excess of that required to maintain 
suficient inflation to restrict iquids from that Section of 
the well. 

ín placing a iner in a well as shown in FIGURE 1, 
metal sleeve 14isplaced over receptacle 15. The sleeve 
may be either cemented to the receptacle or Supported by 
hookson narrow strips or rods 37 held by clamp23 and 
passing between the receptacle and sleeve,The outside 
diameter of the sleeve should be slightiy less than the 
inside diameter of the pipe to be lined to avoid dificulty 
in lowering the assembly into the well. With the re 
ceptacle in place inside the sleeve,itis filled with a non 
compressible material16such as water Thereafter,ex 
plosive charge 17 and detonator 18 are lowered into the 
water-filed receptacle. Electrical leads 20 on the det 
onator are connected to conductors in cable 19. CloSure 
21 is engaged to Seal the receptacle and enable the as 
sembly to be supported by the cable. The final step in 
preparing the assembiyis that of coating the metal Sleeve 
with cementing material 13. Epoxy resin is a Suitable 
cement. A layer between about ?8 and ?4 inch thickis 
usually adequate to fill any irregularities on the Surface 
of the pipe and provide a continuous layer of cement. 
Giass fibers may be embedded in the resin to increase 
the strength of the cementing material. The resin pref 
erably contains an activator to accelerate the hardening 
process after the sleeve has been placed. When a high 
tensile strength bond is not required between the liner 
and the pipe,agasket material can be wrapped around 
the Sleeve,Suitable materials for this are the elastomers 
and flexible plastics Such as,for exampie,the synthetic 
rubbers,polytetrafiuoro ethylene,and cellulose acetate 
butyrate. 
The assembled apparatusis then lowered into the well 

until the metal sleeve is opposite hole 12 whichis to be 
sealed,In Some instances,it may be desirable to use a 
casing colar locator above the repair asSembiy to aid in 
positioning the assembiy at the joint of casing to be re 
paired. With the assembly at the proper location,an 
electrical impulse is tranSmitted to the detonator, The 
shock wave from explosive charge 17 travels through 
the liquid and receptacle The metal sleeve is shock 
formed into contact with the inSide of the casing,With 
the explosive charge and confining liquid extending be 
yond the ends of the metal sleeve by a distance at least 
equalto the radius of the sleeve,a substantialy uniform 
wave front contacts the sleeve from end to end. This 
produces a uniform expansion of the sleeve,thus elimi 
nating the swaged Sections at the ends of the liner pro 
duced by charges that do not extend beyond the ends 
of the sleeve. 

Receptacle 15 may be made of rubber,plastic or thin 
metal. The receptacle is usually disintegrated by the eX 
plosive so that the debris fallsto the bottom of the well 
whereit wil remain withoutinterfering with other oper 
ations until it can be removed in a future clean-out 
operation. Portions of the receptacle retained by clamp 
23 are removed from the wel by withdrawing supporting 
cable 19. 
The apparatus shown in FIGURE 2 is particularly 

Suitable for lining pipe in a horizontal position. The 
explosive chargeis spiraled about rod 24 with detonator 
18 and electrical leads 20 near one end. Receptacle 15 
is passed through metal sleeve 14,then fastened to the 
rod at one end with clamp 23 and filed with liquid or 
other noncompressible material. When filled,clamp 23° 
isplaced aboutthe otherend ofthe receptacle. Asinthe 
casing liner Setting assembly,the explosive charge and 
confining liquid should extend beyond the ends of the 
metal sleeve. Using rod 24 as a handle,the assembled 
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diameter Slightly Smaler than the inside diameter of 
Said member, 

an elongated explosive charge extending along the 
longitudinalaxis ofSaid Sleeve, 

a closed receptacle Surrounding Said charge and within 
and Supporting Said Sleeve,both Saidexplosive charge 
and Said receptacle extending beyond the ends of 
said sleeve a distance at least equal to the radius of 
said cyindricalmember, 

a Substantialy incompressible Substance Substantialy 
completelyflingthe Space within Said receptacle Sur 
roundingsaid charge, 

means for positioning Said Sleeve,charge,and filed 
receptacle within Said cylindrical member,and 

means for detonating Said charge to generate a shock 
wave whichistransmitted by Saidincompressibie Sub 
stance as a radialforce to the entire inner Surface of 
Said sleeve,thereby eXpanding it into contact with 
Said member over the entire outer Surface of Said 
sleeve. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 including aiso a 
1ayer of cementing material comprisinga Settable,partial 
1y-polymerized resin covering the outer Surface of Said 
sleeve,Said resin being capable of Solidifyingand forming 
a high-tensie Strength bond between Said sleeve and Said 
member. 

3. Apparatus for lining a holow cylindrical member 
containing liquid with minimum reduction of the internal 
diameter ofSaid member,comprising 

an expansible cylindrical metal sleeve having an out 
side diametersightlysmaler than theinside diameter 
ofsaid member, - 

an elongated explosive charge extending along the 
1ongitudinalaxis of Said sleeve, 

a closed Teceptacle Surrounding Said charge and within 
andSupportingSaid sieeve,both Saidexplosive charge 
and Said receptacie extending beyond the ends of 
said sleeve a distance at least equalto the radius of 
Said cyindrical member, 

a substantially incompressible Substance Substantialy 
completelyfingthe Space within Said receptacle Sur 
roundingSaid charge, 

an infiatable bag Surrounding Said sleeve,charge,and 
filedreceptacle, 

means for positioning Said sleeve,charge,filled recep 
tacie and bag within Said cyindrical member, 
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remotely operable means for introducing a gaSeous 

fiuidinto Said bagtoinfiate said baginto contact with 
Said cylindrical member and thereby substantially 
completely displace Said liquid from the space be 
tween the outside of Said Sieeve and Said member, 
and 

means for detonating Said charge to generate a shock 
Wave whichistransmitted bysaidincompressible Sub 
Stance as a radial force to the entireinner Surface of 
said sleeve,thereby expanding it into contact with 
Said member over the entire Outer Surface of Said 
Sleeve. 

4. Apparatus as in claim 3,and wherein said liquidis 
present under Substantial hydrostatic preSSure,including 
also 

a ventline between the inside and outside of Said infiat 
able bag, - 

a pressure relief valve in Said vent ine adapted to pre 
vent the pressure inside Said bagfrom exceedingthe 
preSSure outside said bag by more than a preset 
amount,and 

Said infiatable bag having a wafie-like inner Surface 
with spaced depressions,whereby portions of Said 
gaseous fuid trapped between the outer surface of 
Said Seeve and the inner Surface of Said bag when 
saidsleeveis expanded bysaidradialforce mayenter 
and remain in Said depressions,while the ridges of 
Said sleeve Surrounding Said depreSSionsform a fuid 
tight Seal between Said Sleeve and Said member. 
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